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Uhc texture pack 1.14

Schlog please read a while ago, I noticed that someone made a custom package for the Hypixel Skyblock that added custom variants to each of the special weapon sets. The package itself is very well done, and I liked the idea, so I started working on a resource package that was added to custom item textures for most,
if not every single item found in UHC. I compute since Optifine and all of its features are enabled on the server, and that the Skyblock package has been fully enabled, that this would apply to the rest of the server as well. The package itself doesn't give you significant combat advantages and doesn't help you acquire or
resources. It is purely cosmetic, designed to improve experience in the game. I designed this package not to be super tacky. The package has custom textures for each of these items (please note that some are animated): DISCLAIMER: I did not designally every single texture in this package. Some assets are borrowed
from Teraria, the Calamity Of Terraria, Lord of the Rings, Runescape, stacked Vader's Stacked items, and more. I've drawn a lot of these myself, however. Aside from the custom textures, the package is based on the default 1.14 package and offers 3d models for rails, ladies, and some doors, along with scheduling
borders, a different hotbar, and connected glass. Delighted levels and potential potential assets show up to the maximum value possible (no more potion.potency.3 waste). In order for this package to work, you need to have Optifine installed. When installed, make sure custom items are set to On in Video Settings &gt;
Quality. In addition, this resource package is designed for Optifine 1.8.9. It probably won't work on later versions. Even if it did, powerful customers aren't visible to PVP. Before anyone asks, yes, you can see whether people have these items equipped. It doesn't matter if someone is trying to disguise the dragons' sword
as a regular stylus sword. People are going to see a sword on the stylus anchanted and likely run away regardless. You can download the package here: download You can download this instead if you prefer to have long swords: download Overlay and short swords: Download Overlay and Sword Long: Download
Please don't take credit for any of my work or anyone else's. It's not just of those who took the time to design everything. As of my last modified, my resource pack has about 3,500 total downloads. I'm glad that many people are using it! It's wild that a lot of people know about my job. Last editor: Jul 27, 2020
aphuntermatt Wezocheezypie nice person, looks really good. the only thing I'd change is maybe add pieces of some pieces of weaponry such as red pieces to drag chestplate and green tint to hide, just because it's hard to decision them when using with some packages. even with some of their swords as with agitation.
but great work ImSpring Congratz, you waste your time seems to be dead, but I've made some changes to this package for anyone interested: ^)_GoldenLord_ Hey person, I don't know why but the package just can't load. I think I've downloaded it thoroughly and it shows up in games in my resource package folder. I
also have been optified for 1.8.9 and have enabled custom item textures. The problem is when I select it just loads and then its vanilla textures. When I click again on the Resource Packs tab it is not in the active ones. I really want to try it out please help if you can. rslashHolhlUp Schlog properly, the version I posted
recently is not designed to be unzipped. you just suppose to stick it to your resources folder and it should show up ingame_goldenlord_, have no idea what to tell you. it's a strange issue that I've never seen before. Are you on the right version? Schlog Epaxialfx hi schlog A meanwhile, I noticed that someone made a
custom package for the Hypixel Skyblock that added custom variants to each of the special weapon sets. The package itself is very well done, and I liked the idea, so I started working on a resource package that was added to custom item textures for most, if not every single item found in UHC. I compute since Optifine
and all of its features are enabled on the server, and that the Skyblock package has been fully enabled, that this would apply to the rest of the server as well. The package itself doesn't give you significant combat advantages and doesn't help you acquire or resources. It is purely cosmetic, designed to improve experience
in the game. The pack has custom textures for each of the following items: Andúril Exclusions of Perun Dragon Sword Vorpal Sword Apprentice Sword Apprece Bow Bow Cupid Artemis Bow Modilar Bow Lumberjack's Rod Ring Scythe Hermès Hermès' Bots Shoes at Vidar Barbarian Chestplate San Panacea Deus Ex
Machine near Portion Ghost Water Ghost Portion of Velociity Flask in Ichor Fate Flask Portion of Clean Portion of Vitality Armored Exodus Armored Dragon Hidden in Leviathan Seven-League Boots Notch Apple Each The Type Pickaxe Philosphe's book of Destiny and probably a couple more that I miss DISCLAIMER: I
didn't design every single texture in this pack. Some assets are borrowed from Teraria, the Calamity Of Terraria, Lord of the Rings, Runescape, stacked Vader's Stacked items, and more. I've drawn a lot of these myself, however. Aside from the custom textures, the package is based on the default 1.14 package and
offers 3d models for rails, ladies, and some doors, along with scheduling borders, a different hotbar, and connected glass. Delighted levels and potential potential assets show up to the maximum value possible (no more potion.potency.3 waste). In order for this package to work, you need to have Optifine installed. When
installed, make sure that custom items are on to video settings &gt; Quality Settings. In addition, this resource package is designed for Optifine 1.8.9. It probably won't work on later versions. Even if it did, powerful customers aren't visible to PVP. Before anyone asks, yes, you can see whether people have these items
equipped. It doesn't matter if someone is trying to disguise the dragons' sword as a regular stylus sword. People are going to see a sword on the stylus anchanted and likely run away regardless. You can download the package here: s_pack_1.4.zip/My file myself did an extension with shorter mele gun: reminder: please
don't take credit for this pack. A lot of assets have been taken from other games. Enjoy! editor: Screenshot, though I was too lazy to label stuff Can I possibly take the rope in the bows for my package? Obviously I'll give credit ^-^ Schlog does everything with the mcpatcher file I don't care whilst I remove all the forced



jokes inside that I forgot about Shadow_Alchemy Hey people, I don't know why but the package just can't load. I think I've downloaded it thoroughly and it shows up in games in my resource package folder. I also have been optified for 1.8.9 and have enabled custom item textures. The problem is when I select it just
loads and then its vanilla textures. When I click again on the Resource Packs tab it is not in the active ones. I really want to try it out please help if you can. Dude, same. I'm in 1.8.9 and optinized (and I have textures custom items on), I tried using different versions to optinize, and with blood 5zig, and idk what to do. I
clicked on it and showed up on the right, I left the menu, and I'm back to see that it's on the left again. I don't know how to fix it to deselecate itself, but I'm open to ideas. Your Schlog might just need a better graphics card I've found a reddit post that says the game deselected the package if you don't have enough
memory texture, instead of mc just crashing. buying a new GPU is the only way to actually fix the problem. sorry, even if I might be wrong Kalsie Maybe you need to use a resource package, and then apply this one to this resource package. The package itself is very well done, and I liked the idea, so I started working on
a resource package that was added to custom item textures for most, if not every single item found in UHC. I compute since Optifine and all of its features are enabled on the server, and that the Skyblock package has been fully enabled, that this would apply to the rest of the server as well. The package itself does not
give you significant combat advantages and doesn't help you gain or It is purely cosmetic, designed to improve experience in the game. I designed this package to be as not-tactical as I possibly could the package have custom textures for each of these items: DISCLAIMER: I didn't designate every single texture in this
package. Some assets are borrowed from Teraria, the Calamity Of Terraria, Lord of the Rings, Runescape, stacked Vader's Stacked items, and more. I've drawn a lot of these myself, however. Aside from the custom textures, the package is based on the default 1.14 package and offers 3d models for rails, ladies, and
some doors, along with scheduling borders, a different hotbar, and connected glass. Delighted levels and potential potential assets show up to the maximum value possible (no more potion.potency.3 waste). In order for this package to work, you need to have Optifine installed. When installed, make sure custom items
are set to On in Video Settings &gt; Quality. In addition, this resource package is designed for Optifine 1.8.9. It probably won't work on later versions. Even if it did, powerful customers aren't visible to PVP. Before anyone asks, yes, you can see whether people have these items equipped. It doesn't matter if someone is
trying to disguise the dragons' sword as a regular stylus sword. People are going to see a sword on the stylus anchanted and likely run away regardless. You can download the package here: s_pack_1 5.zip/My file myself did an extension with shorter mele gun: reminder: please don't take credit for this pack. A lot of
assets have been taken from other games. Enjoy! Nice good, won't lie. Schlog updated new textures packages for recipe books, improvement books, tarnhelm and ambrosia changing textures for artemiss books and books of thoth lightning is the quieter way DoomedCow I love the deprpystartorch page 2 seg ijizy
jWarWar1353 This actually looks nice great! Some of the headlines on the gun looked weird a lil' though this Schlog actually looks great! Some of the headlines on the gun looked weird a lil' though those thanks to be just, you're only ever supposed to see the gun while it's anchanted. i agree it seems odd but it seems
way better when it has the glint jmWaror13583 Oof, I just tried the resource package and my MC has crashed, i'm on version 1.14 i have the same problem where it just takes me back to the default package im on blc and my pc is cheap so idk what's wrong? wabadaba^ copies of all contents from the compressed folder
and pasted them into a new folder, which should fix it A while ago, I noticed that someone made a custom package for hypixel Skyblock which added custom variants to each of the special weapon sets. The package itself was very well done, and I liked the idea, so I started working on a resource package that was added
to custom textures for most, if not every single item found in UHC. I compute since Optifine and all of its features are enabled on the server, and that the Skyblock package has been fully enabled, that this would apply to the rest of the server as well. The package itself doesn't give you significant combat advantages and
doesn't help you acquire or resources. It is purely cosmetic, designed to improve experience in the game. I designed this package to be as not-tactical as I possibly could the package have custom textures for each of these items: DISCLAIMER: I didn't designate every single texture in this package. Some assets are
borrowed from Teraria, the Calamity Of Terraria, Lord of the Rings, Runescape, stacked Vader's Stacked items, and more. I've drawn a lot of these myself, however. Aside from the custom textures, the package is based on the default 1.14 package and offers 3d models for rails, ladies, and some doors, along with
scheduling borders, a different hotbar, and connected glass. Delighted levels and potential potential assets show up to the maximum value possible (no more potion.potency.3 waste). In order for this package to work, you need to have Optifine installed. When installed, make sure custom items are set to On in Video
Settings &gt; Quality. In addition, this resource package is designed for Optifine 1.8.9. It probably won't work on later versions. Even if it did, powerful customers aren't visible to PVP. Before anyone asks, yes, you can see whether people have these items equipped. It doesn't matter if someone is trying to disguise the
dragons' sword as a regular stylus sword. People are going to see a sword on the stylus anchanted and likely run away regardless. You can download the package here: s_pack_1.6p/zip/files You can download a cover here if you don't want the full package:
.mediafire.com/file/g5ymphv4up8mlkf/schlog's_pack_1.6_overlay.zip/file I have also made an extension for it with shorter mixed weapons: You have to extract the archives and put these in a new folder. This is the only row of the two-pick package itself. Reminder: Please don't take credit for this package. A lot of assets
have been taken from other games. Enjoy! bit of late but if I wanted to change the exodis in something different how would I do it? sitting very well done, will use my Tru3thful led here by a friend from a Discord server, because I love some of the textures. Except the package doesn't work, for some reason. Don't ask me
why, but here's what happens when I try to use it: Schlog You have to extract the contents of a folder. That's the only fix I know of which works. guys please read the whole op before posting on any issues you might have I am trying to fix this rn Last edited: Dec 17, Skating_Cheese please read a while ago, I noticed that
someone made a custom package for the Hypixel Skyblock that added custom variants to each of the special weapon sets. The package itself is very well done, and I liked the idea, so I started working on a resource package that was added to custom item textures for most, if not every single item found in UHC. I
compute since Optifine and all of its features are enabled on the server, and that the Skyblock package has been fully enabled, that this would apply to the rest of the server as well. The package itself doesn't give you significant combat advantages and doesn't help you acquire or resources. It is purely cosmetic,
designed to improve experience in the game. I designed this package not to be super tacky. The package has custom textures for each of these items: DISCLAIMER: I didn't designate every single texture in this package. Some assets are borrowed from Teraria, the Calamity Of Terraria, Lord of the Rings, Runescape,
stacked Vader's Stacked items, and more. I've drawn a lot of these myself, however. Aside from the custom textures, the package is based on the default 1.14 package and offers 3d models for rails, ladies, and some doors, along with scheduling borders, a different hotbar, and connected glass. Delighted levels and
potential potential assets show up to the maximum value possible (no more potion.potency.3 waste). In order for this package to work, you need to have Optifine installed. When installed, make sure custom items are set to On in Video Settings &gt; Quality. In addition, this resource package is designed for Optifine 1.8.9.
It probably won't work on later versions. Even if it did, powerful customers aren't visible to PVP. Before anyone asks, yes, you can see whether people have these items equipped. It doesn't matter if someone is trying to disguise the dragons' sword as a regular stylus sword. People are going to see a sword on the stylus
anchanted and likely run away regardless. You can download the package here: s_pack_1.7.zip/File You can download a cover here if you don't want the full package: s_pack_1 https:///dosye /www.mediafire.com/file/o4x7e6udah49x06/schlog's_pack_overlay.zip/File I have also done an extension for it with shorter
mixed shootout: reminder: Please don't take credit for this pack. A lot of assets have been taken from other games. Enjoy! do the short swords have the whole package but just sword or what Schlog reads just the sword and nothing else my oStqnkiest did the same thing a year ago when I was recreating ipixel items for a
map. Good packet sexy therapist textures btw lol GoodBoiShibe please read A while ago, I noticed that someone made a custom package for Hypixel Skyblock that added custom variants to each of the special weapon sets. The package itself very well did, and I liked the idea, so I started working on a resource package
that was added to custom textures for most, if not every single item found in UHC. I compute since Optifine and all of its features are enabled on the server, and that the Skyblock package has been fully enabled, that this would apply to the rest of the server as well. The package itself doesn't give you significant combat
advantages and doesn't help you acquire or resources. It is purely cosmetic, designed to improve experience in the game. I designed this package not to be super tacky. The package has custom textures for each of these items: DISCLAIMER: I didn't designate every single texture in this package. Some assets are
borrowed from Teraria, the Calamity Of Terraria, Lord of the Rings, Runescape, stacked Vader's Stacked items, and more. I've drawn a lot of these myself, however. Aside from the custom textures, the package is based on the default 1.14 package and offers 3d models for rails, ladies, and some doors, along with
scheduling borders, a different hotbar, and connected glass. Delighted levels and potential potential assets show up to the maximum value possible (no more potion.potency.3 waste). In order for this package to work, you need to have Optifine installed. When installed, make sure custom items are set to On in Video
Settings &gt; Quality. In addition, this resource package is designed for Optifine 1.8.9. It probably won't work on later versions. Even if it did, powerful customers aren't visible to PVP. Before anyone asks, yes, you can see whether people have these items equipped. It doesn't matter if someone is trying to disguise the
dragons' sword as a regular stylus sword. People are going to see a sword on the stylus anchanted and likely run away regardless. You can download the package here: s_pack_1.7.zip/File You can download a cover here if you don't want the full package: s_pack_1 https:///dosye
/www.mediafire.com/file/o4x7e6udah49x06/schlog's_pack_overlay.zip/File I have also done an extension for it with shorter mixed shootout: reminder: Please don't take credit for this pack. A lot of assets have been taken from other games. Enjoy! EDIT: This package has passed 1k of downloads. Thanks for all the
support! It means a lot to me. Brushing most of these are textures Teraria Schlog it was a while ago, but I made a few miscellanous changes to the pack whilst having textures therapists as I put in the warning of the Commuted OP I really exceeded necropost, but I honestly love these textures. I'm a fan of territory
myself, so I get a lot of the references and connections you made between the two. Hope you get more downloads! FestiveFliplop please read a while ago, I noticed that someone made a custom package for Hypixel Skyblock that custom variants each of the special weapon sets. The package itself is very well done, and
I liked the idea, so I started working on a resource package that was added to custom item textures for most, if not every single item found in UHC. I compute since Optifine and all of its features are enabled on the server, and that the Skyblock package has been fully enabled, that this would apply to the rest of the server
as well. The package itself doesn't give you significant combat advantages and doesn't help you acquire or resources. It is purely cosmetic, designed to improve experience in the game. I designed this package not to be super tacky. The package has custom textures for each of these items: DISCLAIMER: I didn't
designate every single texture in this package. Some assets are borrowed from Teraria, the Calamity Of Terraria, Lord of the Rings, Runescape, stacked Vader's Stacked items, and more. I've drawn a lot of these myself, however. Aside from the custom textures, the package is based on the default 1.14 package and
offers 3d models for rails, ladies, and some doors, along with scheduling borders, a different hotbar, and connected glass. Delighted levels and potential potential assets show up to the maximum value possible (no more potion.potency.3 waste). In order for this package to work, you need to have Optifine installed. When
installed, make sure custom items are set to On in Video Settings &gt; Quality. In addition, this resource package is designed for Optifine 1.8.9. It probably won't work on later versions. Even if it did, powerful customers aren't visible to PVP. Before anyone asks, yes, you can see whether people have these items
equipped. It doesn't matter if someone is trying to disguise the dragons' sword as a regular stylus sword. People are going to see a sword on the stylus anchanted and likely run away regardless. You can download the package here: 27s_pack_1.8.zip/file You can download a cover here if you don't want the full package:
s_pack_1.8_overlay.zip/file I have also done an extension for it with shorter mixed guns: reminders: please don't take credit for this package. A lot of assets have been taken from other games. Enjoy! EDIT: This package has passed 1k of downloads. Thanks for all the support! It means a lot to me. I use this much, it's
amazing Page 3 FSP_Ninja pack is useful however the creator is a cheaper, I hear it was banned on happy. Oqub Schlog hey I updated the package once again this time around I changed the textures in all books look less bad on top of that, each and every vanilla portion has its own custom texture now. The coloring is
roughly the same, but there are a few very different ones. The sick portions are red, The portions are white, level 1 portion contains a lot of gold, level 2 portions have 2 gold strips, and extended portions are formed more like a cornea. This applies to the splash versions as well. Ideally, you'd be able to scan through an
inventory and say exactly what a portion does. The menu button now has their own custom textures as well. on top of that, I did a few other fixes like making the green bar experience again enjoying Schlog Hello, I updated the package again. This time, I decided to change some of the textures early that I wasn't happy
with. Modular bows in particular disturbed me since it was just a fellow recourse in the old bow texture that used to be in my package. I've also changed the textures to Rod King, The Master Compass, and Bow Apprentice. Modular bow is probably my favorite texture by far right now. He's got three different textures for
each mode he or she's in. While in poison mode, it will have some red markings that glitter occasionally. The glow will be far more noticeable while the bank is fully charged. While in Punch mode, he'll be covered in slices and shoot a slippery arrow. While in Lightning mode, it will periodically increase with electricity.
Arrows are drawn in lightning mode look like a lightning arc. All three modes will additionally have a timer that cycles through day and night while the bow is not loaded. The Master's compass looks more like a current handheld company. He doesn't point towards anything, but turns them narrowed into circles. The king's
rod is now a pillar of sin black and white sin with a gold crown. The glimmer on Tablets is now animated. This update probably took the most effort compared with any other since I had to get abusted the 16x16 sprite. I'll likely do more in this in the future.also, I fixed a few things that I forgot to fix last update enjoying
ConnorCrimson Hey I just found your package while researching package things and downloading it and applying it and working fine. I can see all the textures except for the custom portion textures such as for the fate potion chest or speed. Any idea why they don't show up? I am currently using the latest version of 1.8.9
optified with custom textures on and the only part of the non-working package is the uhc portion. Please help I would really like to use this doped package to the full extent! SpinnerX49 the blood, dragon sword, vorpal sword and the other 2 swords in the line are all short swords on the non-short download you could
please fix this? Aethore view, this is the definition of productive usage in time. Selfish please read a while ago, I noticed that someone made a custom package for the Hypixel Skyblock that added custom variants to each of the special weapon sets. The package itself is very well done, and I liked the idea, so I started
working on a resource package that was added to custom item textures for if not every single item is found in UHC. i am since Optifine and all its features are enabled on the server, and that the Skyblock package has been fully enabled, that this would apply to the rest of the server as well. The package itself doesn't give
you significant combat advantages and doesn't help you acquire or resources. It is purely cosmetic, designed to improve experience in the game. I designed this package not to be super tacky. The package has custom textures for each of these items (please note that some are animated): DISCLAIMER: I did not
designally every single texture in this package. Some assets are borrowed from Teraria, the Calamity Of Terraria, Lord of the Rings, Runescape, stacked Vader's Stacked items, and more. I've drawn a lot of these myself, however. Aside from the custom textures, the package is based on the default 1.14 package and
offers 3d models for rails, ladies, and some doors, along with scheduling borders, a different hotbar, and connected glass. Delighted levels and potential potential assets show up to the maximum value possible (no more potion.potency.3 waste). In order for this package to work, you need to have Optifine installed. When
installed, make sure custom items are set to On in Video Settings &gt; Quality. In addition, this resource package is designed for Optifine 1.8.9. It probably won't work on later versions. Even if it did, powerful customers aren't visible to PVP. Before anyone asks, yes, you can see whether people have these items
equipped. It doesn't matter if someone is trying to disguise the dragons' sword as a regular stylus sword. People are going to see a sword on the stylus anchanted and likely run away regardless. You can download the package here: s_pack_1.10.zip/files You can download a cover here if you don't want the full package:
.mediafire.com/file/43dgy516ab9xr/schlog's_pack_1.10_overlay.zip/File I have also done an extension for it with shorter mixed guns: reminder: Please don't take credit for this bundle. A lot of assets have been taken from other games. Enjoy! EDIT: This package has passed 1k of downloads. Thanks for all the support! It
means a lot to me. nice but I don't understand why drag gun is green lol 2ze Rlly nice, use it in my game uhc ty CokaCola to update the new textures package for book recipes, improvement books, tarnhelm and ambrosia changing textures for bow athem and book of lightning twats is how pressing the textures for the
long swords are missing. I really want the long swords back pls. 360ed please read a while ago, I noticed that someone did a custom package for the Hypixel Skyblock that added custom variants to each of the special weapon sets. The package was itself very well done, and I liked the idea, so I started working on a
resource package that was added to custom item textures for if not every single item is found in UHC. I compute since Optifine and all of its features are enabled on the server, and that the Skyblock package has been fully enabled, that this would apply to the rest of the server as well. The package itself doesn't give you
significant combat advantages and doesn't help you acquire or resources. It is purely cosmetic, designed to improve experience in the game. I designed this package not to be super tacky. The package has custom textures for each of these items (please note that some are animated): DISCLAIMER: I did not designally
every single texture in this package. Some assets are borrowed from Teraria, the Calamity Of Terraria, Lord of the Rings, Runescape, stacked Vader's Stacked items, and more. I've drawn a lot of these myself, however. Aside from the custom textures, the package is based on the default 1.14 package and offers 3d
models for rails, ladies, and some doors, along with scheduling borders, a different hotbar, and connected glass. Delighted levels and potential potential assets show up to the maximum value possible (no more potion.potency.3 waste). In order for this package to work, you need to have Optifine installed. When installed,
make sure custom items are set to On in Video Settings &gt; Quality. In addition, this resource package is designed for Optifine 1.8.9. It probably won't work on later versions. Even if it did, powerful customers aren't visible to PVP. Before anyone asks, yes, you can see whether people have these items equipped. It
doesn't matter if someone is trying to disguise the dragons' sword as a regular stylus sword. People are going to see a sword on the stylus anchanted and likely run away regardless. You can download the package here: s_pack_1.10.zip/files You can download a cover here if you don't want the full package:
.mediafire.com/file/43dgy516ab9xr/schlog's_pack_1.10_overlay.zip/File I have also done an extension for it with shorter mixed guns: reminder: Please don't take credit for this bundle. A lot of assets have been taken from other games. Enjoy! EDIT: This package has passed 1k of downloads. Thanks for all the support! It
means a lot to me. Looks good, but I can't get the longer swords which I love best opportunities to make the dragon sword a dragon I schlog hello I've updated the pack once more changes: -new textures for holy water, nearby, panacea, barbarian chest, king's rod, master compass, and cornucopia (which I've done very
lazily) – tweaks and adds to buttons displayed in the hypixel menu, including a gold boutique coin button, better arrow textures, etc.-slight changes of waste, portions of vitality, portions of vitality, flaxks of ichor, and death safety –added some new custom textures just for - rename any sword in overwhelming, balloon
crush, enchanted sword, iced glory, night edge, pingo, starfury, blade terrace, teragrim, and sword snaps will give you a brand new custom texture (yes, most of these are from teraria, but with minor tweaks to work in minecraft better)-was the gadget sneaker looks like the barf in discord from terari, I forgot if I added that
earlier -fixed some consistency errors -certain reddit items are custom textures as well, fishing rod walk and chance of the 100 sea or larger will appear like the king's rod, and the apple gold change the top color names red head to color this is the last time I plan on the upgrade pack , ever – I appreciate that people are
always asking for things and using it, but with hypixel being blocked with cheaters, it's completely unplayable. working on the package is just imprak now since I rarely log in again thanks for all the support! Rip_Cel I've added a new mediafire link to both the full package with a long and sword covered as a no useable
option, I feel like that would be attacked, since the point of my package had to be as clean as possible if you meant that the custom UHC pots would not show instead of the regular ones, I think they should be fixed now if not what you meant then, i had zero nails, Uhc packages are now forbidden, you should take this
down/put a use at clean risk warning page 4 qpqrently please read A during anyway, I notice that someone has made a custom package for Hypixel Skyblock which has added custom variants to each of the special armored series. The package itself is very well done, and I liked the idea, so I started working on a
resource package that was added to custom item textures for most, if not every single item found in UHC. I compute since Optifine and all of its features are enabled on the server, and that the Skyblock package has been fully enabled, that this would apply to the rest of the server as well. The package itself doesn't give
you significant combat advantages and doesn't help you acquire or resources. It is purely cosmetic, designed to improve experience in the game. I designed this package not to be super tacky. The package has custom textures for each of these items (please note that some are animated): DISCLAIMER: I did not
designally every single texture in this package. Some assets are borrowed from Teraria, the Calamity Of Terraria, Lord of the Rings, Runescape, stacked Vader's Stacked items, and more. I've drawn a lot of these myself, however. Aside from the custom textures, the package is based on the default 1.14 package and
offers 3d models for rails, ladies, and some doors, along with scheduling borders, a different hotbar, and connected glass. Delighted levels and potential potential assets show up to the maximum value possible (no more potion.potency.3 waste). In order for this package to work, you need to have Optifine installed. When
make sure custom items are set on in Video Settings &gt; Quality Settings. In addition, this resource package is designed for Optifine 1.8.9. It probably won't work on later versions. Even if it did, powerful customers aren't visible to PVP. Before anyone asks, yes, you can see whether people have these items equipped. It
doesn't matter if someone is trying to disguise the dragons' sword as a regular stylus sword. People are going to see a sword on the stylus anchanted and likely run away regardless. You can download the package here: download You can download this instead if you prefer to have long swords: download Overlay and
short swords: Download Overlay and Sword Long: Download Please don't take credit for any of my work or anyone else's. It's not just of those who took the time to design everything. As of my last modified, my resource pack has about 3,500 total downloads. I'm glad that many people are using it! It's wild that a lot of
people know about my job. Damnn.... I would be able to make an editor of this and then that would be so epic lol CokaCola hey I updated the package once again this time around I changed the textures in all books to look less bad on top of that, each with each vanilla position having its own texture now. The coloring is
roughly the same, but there are a few very different ones. The left portions are red, the monumental portions are white, level 1 portion contains a lot of gold, level 2 portions have 2 gold strips, and extended portions are formed more like a headrn. This applies to the splash versions as well. Ideally, you'd be able to scan
through an inventory and say exactly what a portion does. The menu button now has their own custom textures as well. on top of that, I did a few other fixes like to experience the green bar yet enjoy last edited: Nov 17, 2020 R1zls Hey Person, I don't know why but the package just can't be loaded. I think I've
downloaded it thoroughly and it shows up in games in my resource package folder. I also have been optified for 1.8.9 and have enabled custom item textures. The problem is when I select it just loads and then its vanilla textures. When I click again on the Resource Packs tab it is not in the active ones. I really want to try
it out please help if you can. have you downloaded the package or covered R1zzls bit late but if I wanted to change the exodis to something different how would I do it? open the texture you wish to edit in paint.net (or similar, but most would recommend paint.net) then edit away. R1zzls Uhc packages are now prohibition,
should you take this down/put a use of your own np warning np so don't lmao why u say they are obviously not everyone from scotteh to jasknightwing to your average usage u the pls know your facts before posting Rip_Cel np are not lmao why u tell them that they obviously aren't everyone from scotteh to jasknighting to
average players you use them know your facts before posting the facts that multiple moderators have confirmed..... dropvape lets go vopal sword textures Noahh Dude, it's been five years, and I just came across this. If you are still an active member of the community, and you read this, the package with cover is
amazing, and I appreciate all the time and the effort you put into this .nrf28 I really love the texture package but for some reason, the short swords are not short for me. Also, it would be nice if the hud was seen in. Is there another texture package you have except with this sword texture? It's really nice and it looks
amazing as a short sword The_god_me OhEp1c the vanila items don't work Ene6y please it a while ago, I noticed that someone made a custom package for the Hypixel Skyblock that added custom variants to each of the special weapon sets. The package itself is very well done, and I liked the idea, so I started working
on a resource package that was added to custom item textures for most, if not every single item found in UHC. I compute since Optifine and all of its features are enabled on the server, and that the Skyblock package has been fully enabled, that this would apply to the rest of the server as well. The package itself doesn't
give you significant combat advantages and doesn't help you acquire or resources. It is purely cosmetic, designed to improve experience in the game. I designed this package not to be super tacky. The package has custom textures for each of these items (please note that some are animated): DISCLAIMER: I did not
designally every single texture in this package. Some assets are borrowed from Teraria, the Calamity Of Terraria, Lord of the Rings, Runescape, stacked Vader's Stacked items, and more. I've drawn a lot of these myself, however. Aside from the custom textures, the package is based on the default 1.14 package and
offers 3d models for rails, ladies, and some doors, along with scheduling borders, a different hotbar, and connected glass. Delighted levels and potential potential assets show up to the maximum value possible (no more potion.potency.3 waste). In order for this package to work, you need to have Optifine installed. When
installed, make sure custom items are set to On in Video Settings &gt; Quality. In addition, this resource package is designed for Optifine 1.8.9. It probably won't work on later versions. Even if it did, powerful customers aren't visible to PVP. Before anyone asks, yes, you can see whether people have these items
equipped. It doesn't matter if someone is trying to disguise the dragons' sword as a regular stylus sword. People are going to see a sword on the stylus anchanted and likely run away regardless. You can download the package here: download You can download this instead if you prefer to have long swords: download
overlay and short swords: download Overlay and sword long: download please do credit for any of my work or anyone else. It's not just of those who took the time to design everything. As of my last modified, my resource pack has about 3,500 total downloads. I'm glad that many people are using it! It's wild that a lot of
people know about my job. Just one idea: if you update the package to make tucky pounds a charcaser / have tages, also can't you make t3 portions? Big pack bw no hate lol
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